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ABSTRACT

During  experiments  on  solidification  of  metallic  alloys,  it  has  been  observed that  thermoelectric  effect  
coupled with magnetic field may affect considerably the final micro-structure of the solidified alloy [1]. The  
electric currents combined with magnetic field produce forces which can move and rotate solid grains in 
liquid  metal,  and  also  brake  dendrite  arms.  Simulations  of  these  effects  have  generally  been  done  on 
simplified geometries like circle and rectangular shaped grains in 2D and sphere or hexaedron in 3D [2]. 

A general 3D model has been developed, coupling thermal, electric and fluid equations. In a first approach it  
has been applied considering a single grain with simple geometry. By this way, results of simulation can be  
compared and validated with an analytical solution defined on sphere and ellipsoidal geometries [3].  In a  
second approach, a real 3D grain has been treated. In a third one, multiple grains has been considered at the  
same time. For that, a Finite Element multi-domain approach based on Chimera meshes [4],[5], has been  
developed. Different steps of simulation building will be presented :

− physical equations of coupling phenomena

− Finite element formulations and implementation in a multi physic and multi domain approach

− geometry construction from X tomography, of grains and mesh generation

− finite element simulation coupled with ODE equations for simulation of movements and rotations of  
grains during solidification
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